
TOEFL TREATING PETS LIKE FAMILY MEMBERS

A number of families have a liking for adopting pets such as dog, cat and bird be treated like family members they have
the same feeling as the.

To put it in a nutshell, pets are creatures after all. Here's a few comments and corrections. Yes they lack many
of humans qualities and they can't always heard or speak. Kudos [? This idea contributes to enhance many
humans' qualities and to make our relation to nature and animals better and fairer. They are loyal to their
masters like a good friend is helpful and loyal to his or her friend in the same way pets can also be very helpful
and loyal. Now I am 23 years old, I have been taught in biology class that a brotherhood between a dog and a
human is impossible to some extent, but I certainly believe that my dog in particular, pets in general should be
treated like family members. These dogs have good sense of abilities and are very helpful to the blind people.
My quota. My stress at school disappeared altogether when I was with my lovely cat. I do want to have the
same fate! Moreover I support the idea that pets shouldn't be regarded as just beast and animals and should be
treated like family members, because it leads to keep a fair idea of how we should treat the animals. Doesn't
feel good to pass hand over a cat's head as a sign of affection? I would omit the "such as birds Re: Treat the
pets as family members Sun Aug 18, pm Hello and welcome back to the forum! According to mBe, beasts and
animals are too often badly treated, likeas if they were inferior thano human and did not shave feelingsitive.
Even if we do not believe in this theory, it is hard to ignore the importance of THESE creatures as parts of our
world. Although I understand that some people think pets are still are animals, and I agree with thise idea, I
think that pets should be treated like family members. For example, they spend money on their insurance, on
their health and many more. We should give them respect their dignity even if they are just animals. He often
helps other neighbors fix the sink, repair the roof and so on. Lastly, pets can become a good friend if they are
treated well in the family. They unsure many of a human functions and sometimes have extra qualities. Pets
and their owners do a lot of things together from ordinary home stuff such as playing games, walking and
watching TV to going shopping, visiting friends and traveling. This idea contributes to the enhancement of
many human's' qualities and to makes our relationship witho nature and animals better and more fairer. When
we take good care of out pets and treat them as family members, it naturally influences us to be more
compassionate and kind toward other people. They could have said that "it's just a dog, it's not a family
member" but hopefully they didn't. Pets should be treated like family members. Well done. Haven't you
always wanted to throw a ball and ask the dog to catch it? How to cite this page Choose cite format:. Maybe
one of the best examples of pets care is dogs that help blind people survive in their everyday life. Every time I
was home from school, it right jumped into my lap to happily greet me. How to cite this page Choose cite
format:. So, I agree to the statement that pets should be treated like family members. First, pets are often
considered like family members because they are integrated, loved and have a special place in the family in
the opposite of wild beasts. For example one of my friends died from an unknown illness from his dog. This is
quite funny, but the question I still raise now is why my parents have never corrected my toughts? Another
reason for my thinking is that some pets are good caretakers. First, because they unsure almost the same
function and second, for their qualities that sometime overpass those of humans. Although many believe that
pets should not be treated as a family member, I think pets contribute greatly to our life. Danger is usually a
non-count noun, so you can omit the "s" 6. Why then pets should not be treated like human beings if they
share some of the characteristics that relate to humans?


